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BEHIND THE SCENES

Letter From the Editor:

Graphic Editor:

For many, the routine of school is a dreaded
reality. For others, it can be bittersweet. Seniors, I’m
talking to you. Also, known as the “Year of Lasts,”
senior year comes with one side effect: senioritis. As
defined by Merriam-Webster, senioritis is an ebbing of
motivation and effort by school seniors as evidenced
by tardiness, absences, and lower grades. The excitement of finally being free from the strict routine and
scheduling of high school can often override the prioritizing of homework and grades.
Senior year is critical for your future academic career. Lots of colleges, when looking at your final
transcript, will look closer to your junior and senior year
grades than your freshman and sophomore grades.
When considering admissions, colleges tend to put
the first semester of senior year under the microscope.
Therefore, it is important to balance your homework
with your after football/volleyball game Taco Bell runs.
However, you do only have one senior year.
Make the most of it. Do something that you wished
you’d done earlier. Take that interesting class or try
out for a sport you’ve always wanted to play. So what
if you’re a first year senior? Put the judgement aside,
because you’re broadening your horizons; this is great
in the long run. If you’re not one for dances or school
events, participate this year. Go to the homecoming
and courtwarming dance. Hang out with your friends
after school before the football games. Cheer as loud
as you can from the student section. Go all out for
theme nights and spirit days. Attend as many sporting
events as possible and represent your school well. Embrace your small town roots. Take an underclassman
under your wing. Make new friends, make amends
with detached peers, and celebrate old friendships.
Step outside your comfort zone. Get rid of negative
influences—you don’t need any extra stress. Be confident. Stand up for yourself. Go on adventures. Get
excited. Laugh a lot. Cry if you need to. Make new traditions. Leave your mark. And finally, create a legacy
we’ll be proud of.
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2015 wolves
football insider
josh williams & Riley Bailey

Reeds Spring Football has
always been the sport everyone
looks forward to watching. As we
look past the 2014 season, we
start a new year and look forward
to see how the Reeds Spring
Wolves will bounce back and fill
the roles they are missing this year
that were played by the seniors of
the previous year.
This year the starters for
the Wolves offense include: Nick
Haddock, Garrett Miller, Colton
Pomeroy, Jacob Rantz, Wyatt
Givens, Jareb Grinder, Keenan
Haynes, Korey Robinette, Austin
Bradfield, Jarod Cole, Joel Gertson, and Tyler Morgan. This year
we look at a dynamic duo in the
backfield with Keenan Haynes and
Korey Robinette. They will bring
speed and athleticism to the of-

fense that people were afraid we
lost as Josh Kent and Blake Ball
graduated last season. Another
addition to the Wolves offense is
senior Colton Pomeroy. He is the
brother of Dalton Pomeroy who
started for the Wolves, graduated
last year, and played the same position that Colton will see reps at
this year. Colton has shown great
athleticism and quickness in the
offseason as well, along the power
to prove he can deliver the hit stick
on opposing players. The offensive
line this year will consist of offensive tackles Wyatt Givens and Jareb Grinder, and offensive guards
Jacob Rantz and Garret Miller,
along with center Austin Bradfield.
Wide receivers will consist of Jarod Cole, Joel Gertson, and JP
Gardner. The tight end spot will be
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filled by senior Tyler Morgan. Nick
Haddock will be starting quarterback this year for the wolves as he
fills the spot that Noah Cherry left
him as he graduated last year. He
should take over the leadership
role as he said in a previous article
in the paper that he is excited to
get his chance to lead the team .
The wolves’ offense should be explosive this year in many different
ways.
As for the Wolves
defensive starters this year, they
include: Shaun Baker, Nick Haddock, Colton Pomeroy, Josh Williams, Trevor Stevens, Adam
Hale, Jarod Cole, Garret Miller,
Keenan Haynes, Korey Robinette,
and Collin Cross. This defense
has four returning starters from
last year with Shaun, Nick, Colton,
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and Adam. The four should be the
leaders of this defense this year,
as they have the experience with
Coach Gosch’s defense. Jarod
Cole is a new surprise addition to
the squad as he brings the talents
from the basketball court to the
football field. Jarod Cole is in his
first year ever playing football and
has impressed enough to become
a Wolves starter on both sides of
the ball. He will be starting cornerback on defense along with first
year starter Korey Robinette. The
outside linebackers will look similar to last season as they have
both starters back in Colton and
Nick. Both proved to be outstanding defensive players last season.
For the last two seasons, Reeds
Spring has found themselves a
gift at nose tackle. A big, strong,
gift at nose tackles in Adam Hale.
He will be returning this
year as well, and he
will play alongside
sophomore Collin
Cross, who will
take over the
other open nose
tackle spot. The
starting defensive ends for the
Wolves will be returning senior starter Shaun Baker and a

new addition of junior Garret Miller. Both defensive ends have the
potential of becoming the greatest
defensive ends that have ever
played for Reeds Spring. Inside
linebackers this year will be replaced by Josh Williams and Trevor Stevens. The two linebackers
have proved this offseason that
they are the worthy starters for
Coach Gosch and it should be interesting to see how they develop
later in the season. Starting at free
safety this year is Keenan Haynes
who will have big shoes to fill as
he replaces previous senior, Josh
Kent. This was one of the biggest
holes that needed to be filled as
this position has been played by
Kent for the past three seasons.
The Wolves defense has been
working hard to understand the
schemes and assignments they
need to understand in
order for Wolves defense to be successful.

“this season
will be a successful season”

The coaching staff this year
has added some
new additions as
well: Coach Anderson and Coach
Mettlach. Anderson
will be dealing with the
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offense, helping with running back
and calling the plays during the
games. Mettlach will be helping
on the defensive side of the ball
coaching up outside linebackers.
Gosch, head coach, included
some of his thoughts about the
team this year. When asking him
how he thinks the team will play
this season he replied, “I expect
we will play hard and play for each
other. If we do that we will have
a great year.” We then asked who
the top players of this season are
and he said, “I have a large group
of kids that will play an important
role this year. Most important will
be our senior class proving great
leadership.” Lastly, what team do
you think is going to be the toughest this year? “Our conference is
competitive so we will have to be
ready every week!”
With Wolves football looking
onto the new season, everyone is
excited to put that hard work from
the offseason to good use. The
wolves look to seize everyday they
have this season and become a
great team. As long as they play
for each other, and do what they
are coached to do, this season will
be a successful season.
*top photos courtesy of
ozarkssportszone.com
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senior advice
taya raczak & nichole hopkins

Being a freshman can be nerve
racking. You have to meet new people, deal
with the ‘macho’ seniors, and of course face
the dreaded hallways. Although people and
social media make freshman year seem terrible, you’ll find that it’s not all that bad. The
only part that really makes the experience
scary is the unknown. You have been here
for a while, and I’m sure you’ve found that
it’s not really all that bad.

“Get your work done on time” – RL

“Smile at everybody no matter what. They
“Take all of your classes seriously and try could use that smile to make their day”to get good grades. Also, walk faster in the Brenna Conner
hallways.” - Anonymous
“Whenever you’re talking to/about people,
“Be so good they can’t ignore you.” – Jordan just remember this…Every one person’s
life is very valuable and we must not take
Burrows
anybody’s life for granted. So if we all treat
“Don’t take yourself or anyone else too se- others the way we want to be treated and be
riously. You will grow and change, make considerate of others feelings, the world will
new friends, and leave some behind, take be a better place.” – Tyler Gamblin
We have all been freshman at chances and make mistakes. Enjoy these “The world ain’t all about sunshine and rainone point, and though it seems like it is an next four years and everything that goes bows. It is a very mean and nasty place. It
everlasting year, it ends quicker than you with it.” – Tannah Gensil
will beat you to your knees and keep you
expect. Just ask some of the seniors! The “Don’t worry so much about what the new there permanently if you let it. You, me or
seniors have been through it all, and they trend is, or what other people will think. High nobody is going to hit as hard as life. But
have advice. Especially for all of you who school is here for you to get an education, it ain’t about how hard you hit, it is about
need it, or who are just curious about what and make your way to adulthood! Also: how hard you can get hit and keep moving
they had to say.
You’re- You are, Your- shows ownership.” – forward, how much can you take and keep
Take what you can from these sassy and Taya Raczak
moving forward? That’s how winning is
sincere seniors.
“Don’t put too much pressure on yourself. done!” -Edwin Samayoa
“All you have to do is not talk and turn in Your happiness is more important than your
We can only hope that you took
work on time to pass. It’s that easy” – Jeff GPA.” - Anonymous
in what all the seniors had to say to heart.
Akers
“If you don’t play with fire, you won’t get Don’t forget to take your time—excluding
the hallways. Make new friends and make
burned.” – Nick Haddock
“Just be nice to everyone!”- Reno Randle
memories. Pay attention to what the teach“Don’t not do something for fear of being “Practice safe activities after school” - Bro- ers are saying in class, Pinterest will still be
bad at it. Take each opportunity as a chance den LeMaster
there after class. Try to stay on task and igto grow” - Anonymous
“Every girl is perfect in their own way”-Wyatt nore that text message (especially in Mrs.
Curtis’s class!) Teachers are here to help
Givens
“Always thank the lunch ladies.”
you, so when they say, “Don’t be afraid to
“Don’t try to please anyone, if they don’t like “Spend a little more time trying to make ask questions,” they mean it. Ask questions
you for you, they don’t matter.” - Anonymous something of yourself and a little less time in class! Do what you have to do in order
trying to impress people” – Nichole Hopkins to pass high school. You have three more
“Freshman! If you plan on succeeding in
high school, do not surround yourself with “If someone tells you to get to your class by years after this one, and it will be a while.
drama and others who aren’t serious about using the elevator, stop. There’s no eleva- Each school year seems to go by faster than
we expect, so enjoy each and every one of
school. School is for learning and everyone tor.”-Mr. Wolfpack
them. High school can be complicated at
around you will not matter after high school.” “Be yourself” - Anonymous
times but, we, as seniors, can reassure you
“Don’t be that kid who peaks in high school. “Make sure to bring your headphones and that you will come out alive.
There’s more to life after this”. – Michelle phone charger!” – Riley Bailey
Retherford
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sinkholes
They’ve swallowed Corvettes in
Kentucky, condos in Florida, and homes in
Texas! Now it has happened to a New Hampshire man riding a motorcycle. The motorcyclist was going north on Interstate 93 when
the road gave away, but he somehow dodged
the sink-hole. The 20 foot deep pit shut down
the north bound lanes between exit 13 and
14. Crews had to fill the hole in and repave
the road.
What is a sinkhole? Have you ever
seen one of those things? Sinkholes are pits
in the ground that form in areas where water
gathers without external drainage. As the water drains below ground, it can dissolve subterranean caverns. This occurs particularly in
areas where bedrock is made of water-soluble
rocks, such as salt or gypsum, or of carbonate
rocks such as limestone or dolomite. Most of
the time, sinkholes form gradually. Occasionally, though, the collapses are sudden. Those
sudden sinkholes are often the ones that
swallow cars, homes, and streets.
Geologists divide sinkholes into
three types: dissolution or solution, cover-subsidence, or cover-collapse sinkhole. The first
is a dissolution or solution sinkhole. In this
type of sinkhole, there is little soil or vegetation over the limestone or other bedrock. Water from rain and runoff slowly trickles through
crevices in the bedrock, dissolving it. As a
result, a depression gradually forms. Dissolution sinkholes sometimes become ponds if
the depression gets lined with debris, trapping
water inside. Dissolution sinkholes happen
slowly and are generally not dangerous. The
second type of sinkhole is a cover-subsidence
sinkhole. These sinkholes happen in areas
where sand covers the bedrock. The sand filters down into openings in the rock, gradually
causing the land surface to sink. Continued
erosion increases the size of the depression.
Like dissolution sinkholes, cover-subsidence
sinkholes happen slowly. The most dangerous
type of sinkhole is a cover-collapse sinkhole.
In these cases, the bedrock is covered by a
layer of clay. Beneath this ground cover, however, water dissolves an underground cavern.
Gradually, ground sediments begin to erode,
or spall, into the cavern from the bottom. The
ground continues to crumble from beneath
until only a thin layer remains between the
surface and the underground opening. When
that layer collapses, the sinkhole opens up
suddenly, swallowing any structures, vehicles
or people on top.
Sinkholes appear all over the United
States, but areas with underlying dissolvable

jarred bush

rock are most susceptible to sinkholes. They
are prominent in Florida, Texas, Tennessee,
Pennsylvania, Alabama, Missouri and Kentucky. There are often warning signs before
a sinkhole collapse, however. The ground
may slump noticeably causing fence poles
or trees to lean. Subsiding soil might also
expose buried surfaces of trees or foundations, according to the Suwannee River Water
Management District in Florida.
Sinkholes caused by humans, appear because of the combination of industrial
activity or development. The following human
actions can also cause sinkholes: drilling and
vibrations, mining, changes in weight, lots of
foot or vehicle traffic and heavy increase in
water flow of a pond or body of water, or broken pipes. A broken water main collapsed part
of a street in Los Angeles in December 2002.
Water erosion from the foundation of streets is
a big problem in that area.
The Sinkhole that formed at Top
of the Rock golf course close to Branson in
May of this year has stopped growing and appeared to be connected to a large cave previously discovered on the property. Geologists
found that water flowing into the sinkholes is
making its way into the cave that Bass Pro
Shops founder Johnny Morris explored on the
property 12 years ago. It’s not uncommon for
a sinkhole to appear in the Ozarks. There are
a lot of sinkholes in Missouri, we are known
as the sinkhole state.
Bayou Corne, 77 miles west of New
Orleans, can be added to the growing list of
communities destroyed by industrial accidents. The area was known as a picturesque
sportsman’s paradise for its waterways with
fish and alligators, but is now famous for
a giant sinkhole that opened up on August
3, 2012 after a salt dome cavern owned by
Occidental Chemical Corp, and operated by
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Texas Brine Co. LLC, collapsed. “I wanted to
stay in Bayou Corne for the rest of my life. I
wanted to die here,” Mike Schaff, who recently
moved out, said “Texas Brine took that away
from me. It’s like a ghost town now.” Victoria
Greene, a documentary filmmaker, whose
project “Forgotten Bayou” tells the story of the
people in Bayou Corne said, “The loss of this
community is not just significant to southern
Louisiana. It’s significant to the entire state
even the country because you are losing
culture. You’re losing a small community, and
all these small communities make up the
backbone of America.”
A massive sinkhole in Florida, which
had been filled in, has reopened bringing back
memories of when it swallowed a man two
years ago. In February 2013, the sinkhole first
formed under Jeff Bush’s bedroom in the town
of Seffner as he turned in for the night. He
screamed out for help to his brother Jeremy,
who ran into the bedroom to see that Bush
and all his furniture had vanished into the
earth. Jeff’s body was never recovered. Days
after the sinkhole took Jeff Bush in 2013,
another one opened up three miles away.
Sinkholes can occur anywhere.
Here are some signs of sinkholes: slumping,
sagging, or slanting fence posts, trees or
other objects. Doors and windows that fail to
close properly or exhibit changed behavior,
such as doors remaining open where they
had previously closed. What really makes
them dangerous is the fact that they’re really
unpredictable. Sinkholes form so slowly, that
without thorough geological or geophysical research, you can’t tell its changing. This is why
collapses have dramatic, unexpected effects,
especially in urban settings, so WATCH your
back!
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straight outta
compton
alley grant

I still want to go
back to see it
again. This movie was, to say
the least, pretty
amazing. To start
off, here’s the
list of who plays
who: “Ice Cube”
is played by his
son, O’Shea Jackson Jr, “Eazy-E” is
played by Jason
Mitchell, “Dr. Dre”
is played by Corey Hawkins, “DJ
Yella” is played
by Neil Brown
Jr, “MC Ren” is
played by Aldis
Hodge, and “Jerry
Heller” is played
by Paul Giamatti.

Next, the movie’s
plot
really deals with a
few rappers who
come from basically nothing, and
try their hardest
to make it in this
world. It shows the
hardships that the
certain actors go
through and it tells
a lot of different
facts about things
that happened to
them in their lives.
Continue reading
(DISCLAIMER: THIS MOVIE IS NOT
and
you
will
find
out
more
in depth about
RECCOMENDED FOR CHILDREN UNwhat all happens in this awesome movie!
DER 17)
Lately the news has been
buzzing about the new movie, Straight
Outta Compton. When the movie isn’t examined in depth people think it’s mainly
about just three people’s lives, and a lot
of people think it seems boring. At first, I
personally didn’t know anything about the
movie, considering that the only reason I
went to see it was because my boyfriend
wanted to go. I wasn’t disappointed, and

Now, let’s get to the movie
details! At the beginning of the movie,
“Ice Cube” is on the bus and there’s an
encounter with a gang. After that scene
he ends up at Dr. Dre’s house and they
begin to rap some of their songs. They
believe that their music is good enough to
start recording, so this is when “Eazy-E”
comes into the picture! When they go to
the recording studio, they have “Eazy-E”
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start recording, and this is how “Boyz-nthe-Hood” came about. “Eazy-E” got the
group signed with a record label called
Ruthless Records. Their manager’s name
in the movie is, Jerry Heller. After this
event takes place, the group releases their
new single, “Straight Outta Compton”.
This song is a huge hit and that’s when
their career starts getting wild. They begin
going on tour and everything. Throughout
their tour experience they witness a lot of
different things. “Dr. Dre’s” brother ends
up dying back at home, and they have to
travel back to go to his funeral.
Continuing on with the subject
of them being on tour and everything going on, when they get back on the road
after the funeral, they become closer than
they have ever been. At one of their concerts there’s an encounter with the police.
One of their songs that they wrote involved some negative feelings toward the
police, and well, the cops didn’t like that
too much. So, the cops threatened the
rappers, and everything went crazy from
there. (Throughout this movie you will not
like how the police act, but you have to
keep in mind that not all police are like
this and this movie took place back in the
day). After the artists get out of jail, things
begin to spiral again.
Finally, with the end of the
movie approaching, different things begin
to happen with their manager, because
“Ice Cube” and “Dr. Dre” do not trust him
at all. But, “Eazy-E” doesn’t see behind
Jerry’s evil mind. “Ice Cube” and “Dr. Dre”
go their separate ways and start their
own career. Now that things have taken
this turn, the group and “Ice Cube” don’t
get along too well, so they begin to write
things about each other and rap them. After a while, E doesn’t like how everything
has happened, so he decides to change
things and try to get the group back together. Well, let’s just leave this story
with the quotes, “Everything happens for
a reason”, and “Not everything is what it
seems”.
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fall music
abby williams

Throughout the summer it seems
like you couldn’t turn on the radio without hearing songs like “Worth It” by Fifth
Harmony, “Cool For The Summer” by
Demi Lovato, “Bad Blood” by Taylor Swift,
or “Honey I’m Good” by Andy Grammar.
Although these are all pretty wonderful
songs, I’m sure we can all agree that it’s
time for something new. Listening to even
the most amazing song too many times
can cause you to NEVER want to hear it
again… EVER!!
So as we are all starting to settle
back in to long days of classes and the
weather is starting to cool off, times can
seem to be a bit depressing. I mean, I
adore fall but saying hello to sweater
weather means saying goodbye to lake
weather and I’m sure none of us are ready
for that. There’s a big long list of things I
look forward to during the “back to school’
season (school not being one of them) but
on the top of that list is new music. At this
time of the year it seems like every artist
and band is putting out a new single or album. So while I’m sitting in class watching
the clock tick, at least I will have an amazing playlist filled with new music to listen to.
*NOTE: YOU SHOULD ONLY LISTEN TO
MUSIC IN CLASS WHEN YOUR TEACHER ALLOWS IT*

Recent album releases:

Recent albums available for preorder:

“Beauty Behind the Madness” – The Weekend (Aug 28)

“Sounds Good Feels Good” – 5 Seconds of
Summer (Oct 23)

“Badlands” – Halsey (Aug 28)

“Confident” – Demi Lovato (Oct 16)

“Wild Ones” – Kip Moore (Aug 21)

“Honeymoon” – Lana Del Rey (Sep 18)

“Kill the Lights” – Luke Bryan (Aug 7)

“Nine Track Mind” – Charlie Puth (Nov 6)

Resent single releases:
“What Do You Mean?” – Justin Bieber (Aug
28)
“Downtown” – Macklemore and Ryan Lewis
(Aug 27)
“Roots” – Imagine Dragons (Aug 27)
“Levels” – Nick Jonas (Aug 21)
“Drag Me Down” – One Direction (Aug 7)
Not only do we have new music
right now, but we have a ton of new music
to look forward to. New songs and albums
will be popping up everywhere. Every time
we turn on the radio there will be a new
song to jam out to. Make sure you head
over to ITunes to pre-order song of these
albums that will be coming out soon and
are all expected to top the charts!
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“Get Weird” – Little Mix (Nov 6)
“Wiped Out!” – The Neighbourhood (Oct
30)
“Me 4 U” – OMI – (Oct 16)
While you are building your fall
playlist on Spotify or ITunes, it’s important
to remember that just because a song was
not recently released doesn’t mean it can’t
be “new”. Good music does not have an
expiration date. So if you are struggling to
find some new music and you can’t seem
to find any recent releases that you totally,
absolutely love, you can always try listening
to old music that might be new to you!
Switch it up a bit and maybe try listening to
a new band or maybe even a new genre!
There is so much music out there and so
many different types. I encourage you all
to explore and find some great music that
YOU love and not just listen to what’s popular or what your friends love. Enjoy your
fall season and happy listening!
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fall recipes
tim linn

Hello my sugar lovers! Here are
some helpful baking tips, tricks and recipes to help you get into the fall spirit. First
off: baking a cake. Anyone can make a
cake from a box, throw some oil and an
egg or two in with the mix and blend it all
together. But now it’s time to step it up a
notch and start from scratch. Trust me, it’s
not as hard as it seems. Before you start,
make sure your eggs come to room temperature. This will give your cake volume,
and volume is good. Don’t forget to butter or oil the bottom of your pan, or line it
with parchment paper. Trust me, nothing
is worse than having a beautiful cake that
you just spent all afternoon slaving over
ruined just because you forgot to grease
the bottom of your pan. When it comes to
butter, unsalted is usually best, but if you
find yourself without, salted will work just
fine.
With sugar there are a lot of different types out there, but when it comes
to baking a cake, regular white granulated sugar works best. Now, I know you
want to—but don’t do it, you’re better than
that—please stay away from all-purpose
flour, unless you absolutely have to. Find
flour that works best with your specific
recipe. Different types of flours have different densities. Whole wheat produces a
dense product, while oat flour produces a
more moist result.

cause you’re in the baking mood, you can
never go wrong with pound cake.
Pound Cake

Cinnamon Sugar Cookies

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 ½ cups of softened butter
1 package of softened cream
cheese
3 cups of sugar
6 eggs
2 teaspoons of vanilla extract
1 teaspoon lemon extract
3 cups of cake flower
¼ teaspoon salt

Directions:
1.

2.

3.

ble on about them all day long, so you’re
just going to have to try them for yourself.
Here’s what you need:

In a large bowl, cream the butter, cream cheese and sugar until
light and fluffy. Add eggs, one at a
time, beating well after each addition. Beat in the vanilla and lemon
extracts. Combine the flower, and
salt, and beat into creamed mixture until blended.
Pour into a greased a10inch fluted
tube pan. Bake at 325 degrease
for 75-90 minutes or until a toothpick inserted near the center
comes out clean.
Cool for 10 minutes before removing from pan to a rack or plate to
cool.

One of my very favorite recipes
Another one of my top favorite
is pound cake; they are perfect for any
occasion, from birthday parties to just be- recipes is by far cinnamon sugar cookies.
These cookies are the bomb, I could ram-
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Ingredients:
• 1 cup sugar
• ½ cup butter
• 1 large egg
• 1 teaspoon vanilla
• 1 ½ cups flower
• 1 ½ teaspoons cinnamon
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• ¼ teaspoon salt
• Cinnamon sugar
Directions:
In a mixer bowl, cream together
sugar and butter; beat in egg and
vanilla
2. Combine flour, cinnamon, baking
powder and salt
3. Add to butter mixture
4. Blend well
5. Cover and refrigerate 2 hours or
until firm enough to roll into balls
6. Shape dough into small balls
about 3/4 – inch in diameter
7. Roll in cinnamon sugar to coat
8. Set cookies 1 inch apart on lightly greased cookie sheets
9. Bake at 350 for 10 minutes or till
the edges are lightly browned
10. Cool slightly on pans, then remove to racks to cool completely
1.

*Photos courtesy tasteofhome.com
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Secret Menus:
starbucks coffee
aaron bible

“It’s supposed to be a secret,” is
how everything began, when uncovering the
truth behind the infamous “secret menu” at
one of the most famous coffeehouses in the
world: Starbucks Coffee. In this premiere issue of secret menus, I’m going to take you
on a journey behind the closed doors and
locked vaults, where the true secrets are
held. Once I made it to the restaurant and
fast food underworld, my eyes were truly
opened, and I hope to open yours as well.

who were on the inside, I found that it was
none other than Starbucks Coffee who possessed one of the largest secret menus out
there. With this, I began my journey deeper
into the coffee underworld.
The Revelation: Confronting Starbucks
Coffee

Once all of my information was
gathered, I found that it was time to make
my move and strike. I armed myself with
a GoPro and an audio recorder, preparing
What is a Secret Menu?
me for the decent into the restaurant under“What is a secret menu?” you world, appearing before the Starbucks Cofmight ask. I once was unsure of the obscure fee located near the Branson Landing – the
term myself, so I began to do my research. time was 8:30 p.m., DST. There was a slight
Once I dug deep enough ,and talked to wind blowing, cooling the area off to a melsome people, it was revealed to me what low 70F; I was ready.
they were. “Secret menus” can be described
I approached the counter where
as unofficial and/or unadvertised selections
or orders that people have learned over time I was greeted with a smile and “What can I
by word of mouth. These selections are real get for you tonight?” in which I responded
items at many restaurants, and these estab- with asking if I could ask a manager here a
lishments often prepare variations of these few questions. The manager greeted me the
items from their secret menu, having them same, putting off a really good vibe in the
available. Though they are available, having area. I asked him (who will remain unnamed
these items on their actual menu would be- to protect his identity) if I was able to ask
come chaos, and create massive clusters of him some questions. The following portion
illegible words. After talking to more people of the interview is a Pulse Magazine exclusive:
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Me: “In general, what is a ‘secret menu?’”
Manager: “Well… it’s supposed to be a
secret.” I figured here was the moment to
press a bit further, seeing as how he used
the “it” in his response.
Me: “Well, do you possibly know anything
about a ‘Starbucks Coffee Secret Menu’?”
There was a pause before he responded.
Manager: “I have heard rumors of a potential secret menu at Starbucks.”
Me: “Could you tell me about these rumors?”
Manager: “People around these parts have
been speaking of particular items that aren’t
exactly on our menu. I know this fits with
what secret menus are.”
Me: “What are some of these items?”
Manager: “Mainly ‘Cap’n Crunch,’ the ‘Neapolitan Frappuccino,’ and ‘The Nutella’.”
From my research I made, these were actual items from Starbucks Coffee’s Secret
Menu.
Me: (in a hushed voice) “Is there truly a Starbucks Secret Menu?”
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(½ of a pump if your size is Tall, 1 pump 3. Have it topped with either chocolate or
whipped cream.
for Grande, and 1½ pumps of caramel
for Venti).
3. Next, add toffee syrup (1 pump if it is The Nutella:
Tall, 1½ if Grande, and 2 pumps if VenRecipe:
ti).
4. Lastly, add hazelnut syrup to the Frap- 1. Order a Café Misto.
puccino (½ of a pump for Tall, 1 pump 2. Have mocha syrup added to your Misto
(½ of a pump if you order a Tall, 1 pump
for Grande, and 1½ pump if it is Venti).
if Grande, and 1½ pump if Venti).
5. Optional: If you want more of a “crunch”
3.
Add hazelnut syrup (½ of a pump if Tall,
to your drink, add java chips.
1 pump if Grande, and 1½ pump if VenThis was the conclusion to my first encounti).
ter in the restaurant underworld and uncov- Oreo Frappuccino:
4.
Have a few drops of caramel drizzle
ering the truth behind the many secrets that
added.
establishments have hidden. I hope to soon Recipe:
bring to the light many other secrets that 1. Order a Double Chocolate Chip Frappuccino.
are hidden from us by some of our favorite
places. Not much more can be explained for 2. Have it blended with mocha sauce instead of regular mocha.
now, so be sure to check out the next issue
of The Pulse to learn more.
In response to my question, the
manager smiles and gives me a nod. After
I turned my recording devices off, I asked
him if it was alright if I ordered something
from their secret menu. “Most certainly,” was
his enthusiastic response. My order was the
Rolo Frappuccino, which I can now say is
my new favorite item from Starbucks (it tasted just like drinking Rolos, or caramel filled
chocolates).

Popular Secret Menu Items at Starbucks
Coffee:
My Order: the Rolo Frappuccino
Recipe:
1. Order a Vanilla Bean Frappuccino.
2. Have java chips added to the Frappuccino.
3. Next, ask for a caramel drizzle on the
inside of the cup.
4. Optional: If you want a more chocolate-taste to the drink, top it with a mocha drizzle.

Neapolitan Frappuccino:
Recipe:
1. Order a Strawberries and Crème Frappuccino.
2. Add 1 scoop of vanilla bean powder to
the drink (1½ scoop if you order a Venti).
3. Next, add mocha syrup (1 pump for Tall,
2 pumps for Grande, and 3 pumps for
Venti).
4. Lastly, top the Frappuccino with a chocolate drizzle and chocolate whipped
cream.

Cap’n Crunch Frappuccino
Recipe:
1. Order a Strawberries and Crème Frappuccino.
2. Add caramel syrup to the Frappuccino
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crossword

across:

down:

6) a single released by 5 artists that kick- 1) album being released by Demi Lovato
started their crazy careers
on Oct 16
9) new football offensive coach
2) flour that tends to produce a denser
10) new football denfensive
pastry
11) single released by Macklemore and
3) unoffical or unadvertised selections at
Ryan Lewis on Aug 27
a restaurant
4) pits in the ground where water gathers
without external drainage
5) “secret” frappuchino that resembles a
well-loved creme-filled cookie
7) sinkhole on this local property was
caused by a cave on property
8) the most nerve-wracking grade/year
17
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October 2015

Monday

tuesday

wednesday

5

6

7

13

14

softball home vs monett - 5 pm
JV football home vs cassville 5:30 pm
project grad meeting - 6:30

12

volleyball @ branson - 5 pm
volleyball @ logan-rogersville
JV football @ Central - 5:30 pm - 6 pm
Cross country @ hollister - 4 pm

19

20

21

27

28

jv football home vs bolivar 5:30 pm

26

18
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Football, volleyball, tennis, and cross country district play TBD

thursday
1

friday
2

volleyball home vs Spfd Catho- football @ hollister - 7 pm
lic (pink-out night) - 5 pm
softball @ Hillcrest - 4:30 pm

saturday
3

8

9

volleyball home vs bolivar 6 pm (senior night)

football home vs central - volleyball hollister
7 pm (senior night)
tournament

15

16

17

football @ bolivar - 7 pm

ozark mountain music
festival - 8 am

23

24

22

No school
29

30

10

act test - 7:30 am
cross country home
meet - 9 am

31
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